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Abstract: 
The main goal of this work is to present the problem that we have been
pursuing  and  the  ongoing  engineering  decisions  that  we  have  taken,  in
order to design a payload to a small satellite mission called NanosatC-BR2
(NCBR2). 
The  NanosatC-Br2  (NCBR2)  is  the  second  CubeSat  microsatellite  of  the
NanocatC-BR  Program,  carried  out  by  the  National  Institute  of  Space
Research  (INPE).  The  NCBR2  is  a  two  unit  CubeSat  equipped  with  four
payloads.  The  first  attitude  determination  system with  triple  redundancy
developed by UFMG and UFABC in partnership with INPE, called SDATF is one
of these four payloads. 
This work describe the development of the attitude determination system
with  triple  redundancy  (SDATF).  This  payload  is  a  printed  circuit  board
composed  by  three  microcontrollers,  one  three-axis  magnetometer  XEN-
1210, some electronic components and connectors to exchange data signals
with the satellite On-Board Computer (OBC). The main goal of this payload is
to provide autonomously the satellite attitude according to the information
gathered from the OBC and the magnetometer XEN-1210. The OBC provides
calibration commands obtained by uplink telemetry, some orbit information
and solar sensor signal samples with its respective timestamps data for the
SDATF board. The last get all this data from the OBC, calculates using the
QUEST  algorithm  the  attitude  with  its  magnetometer  data  signal
timestamped and the orbit  propagation data.  Then SDATF sends back to
OBC a data package with the attitude calculated periodically.   
The goal of this work are two. The first one is to get an accurate attitude 
determination system to low orbit small CubeSat missions using electronic 
components without spatial qualification. The second goal is to validate the 
autonomous and redundant solution designed to provide high reliable data 
and high availability levels during a one-year mission. The memory cells in 
those integrated circuits when exposed to spatial radiation are subject to a 
phenomenon known as Single Event Upsets (SEU). The excessive charge 
occasioned by the track of the charged particle strike against the material 
that composes the integrated circuit affects the logical state of the memory 
cells. This phenomenon noticed at the logical level as a bit flip. If this bit flip 
propagates to the system application level a system locking or even a wrong
attitude value appears. This effect compromises the system availability or 
the system reliability respectively. The SDATF provides a combination of 
hardware and software redundancy in order to overcome the effects caused 



by SEU. We expect to get sufficient data from NCBR2 telemetry to analyze 
quantitatively the quality of our solution and produce some relevant 
conclusions.   


